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{ 2 {espeially 92;94Mo and 96;98Ru, has long been mysterious. Here we explore theprodution of these nulei in the neutrino-driven wind from a young neutron star.We onsider suh early times that the wind still ontains a proton exess beausethe rates for �e and positron aptures on neutrons are faster than those for theinverse aptures on protons. Following a suggestion by Fr�ohlih et al. (2005),we also inlude the possibility that, in addition to the protons, �-partiles, andheavy seed, a small ux of neutrons is maintained by the reation p(��e; e+)n.This ux of neutrons is ritial in bridging the long waiting points along thepath of the rp-proess by (n,p) and (n,) reations. Using the unmodi�ed ejetahistories from a reent two-dimensional supernova model by Janka, Buras, &Rampp (2003), we �nd synthesis of p-rih nulei up to 102Pd. However, if theentropy of these ejeta is inreased by a fator of two, the synthesis extends to120Te. Still larger inreases in entropy, that might reet the role of magneti�elds or vibrational energy input negleted in the hydrodynamial model, resultin the prodution of numerous r-, s-, and p-proess nulei up to A � 170, evenin winds that are proton-rih.Subjet headings: supernovae, nuleosynthesis1. INTRODUCTIONBurbidge et al. (1957) attributed the prodution of the isotopes heavier than the irongroup to three proesses of nuleosynthesis, the r- and s-proesses of neutron addition, andthe p-proess of proton addition. The onditions they spei�ed for the p-proess, protondensities �Xp � 102 g m�3 and temperatures T � 2 � 3 � 109 K, were diÆult to realizein nature and so other proesses and sites were sought. Arnould (1976) and Woosley &Howard (1978) attributed the prodution of the p-proess nulei to photodisintegration, aseries of (;n), (;p) and (; �) reations owing downward through radioative proton-rihprogenitors from lead to iron. Their \-proess" operated upon previously existing s-proessseed in the star to make the p-proess, and was thus \seondary" in nature (or even \tertiary"sine the s-proess itself is seondary). It ould only happen in a star made from the ashesof previous stars that had made the s-proess.Arnould suggested hydrostati oxygen burning in massive stars as the site where theneessary onditions were realized; Woosley and Howard, who disovered the relevant nulearows independently, disussed explosive oxygen and neon burning in a Type II supernovaas the likely site. Over the years, inreasingly re�ned alulations showed that a portion ofthe p-nulei ould atually be produed as Woosley and Howard desribed (e.g. Rausher,



{ 3 {Heger, Ho�man, & Woosley 2002). A nagging de�ieny of p-proess prodution in the massrange A = 92 - 124 still persisted though. The prodution of 92;94Mo posed a partiularproblem sine, unless the star had previously experiened a strong s-proess, enhaning theabundane of seed above A = 95, there simply was not enough seed. In massive stars thes-proess does not go above mass 90 and so the neessary seed enhanement does not our.Ho�man et al. (1996) found that large abundanes of some p-nulei, and 92Mo inpartiular, ould be synthesized in the neutrino-powered wind blowing from a young neutronstar (see also Dunan, Shapiro, & Wasserman 1986). While this wind had hiey beenseen as a way of making the r-proess (Woosley et al. 1994), for eletron mole numbers,Ye � 0:485, the p-nulei 64Zn, 74Se, 78Kr, 84Sr, and 92Mo were produed in great abundane.It is important to note in this regard that, while Ye = 0:485 is nominally neutron rih (Ye= 0.5 orresponds to neutron, proton equality), it is still a lot more proton-rih than the p-nulei themselves (Z/N for 92Mo = 0.457), so the nuleoni gas ontained some free protons.The p-nulei here were also primary, in the sense that a star with no initial metalliitywould still make the same omposition in its neutrino wind. There were potential problems,however, in that the ejetion of only a small amount of mass with Ye just a little lowerthan 0.485 resulted in disastrous overprodution of N = 50 nulei like 88Sr, 89Y, and 90Zr.Also the neutron-rih wind failed to produe adequate amounts of p-proess nulei aboveA = 92. Though this paper fouses on early proton-rih outows, the SN model we studyis alulated to ejet a sizable amount of neutron-rih material. It remains to be seen ifvery reent simulations predit neutron-rih outows that satisfy the onditions needed foreÆient synthesis of 92Mo.Based upon alulations by Jim Wilson, Qian & Woosley (1996) pointed out thatYe in the wind would naturally evolve though the points neessary to make these p-nuleiand would atually start with a value greater than 0.5. As other detailed models for ore-ollapse supernovae beame available, nuleosynthesis was explored in this \hot, proton-rihbubble" by Pruet et al. (2005), Fr�ohlih et al. (2004), and Fr�ohlih et al. (2005). Thelatter two studies found substantial prodution of nulei up to A = 84, inluding somenulei traditionally attributed to the p-proess. It seems probable that these winds have alsoontributed appreiably to the solar abundanes of 45S, 49Ti and 64Zn, and, possibly in ameasurable way, to other rare abundanes in metal poor stars. However, sine these samenulei were already made by other proesses (Woosley, Heger, & Weaver 2002; Rausher,Heger, Ho�man, & Woosley 2002), there seemed to be no lear diagnosti of the proton-rihwind.Here, following the suggestion of Fr�ohlih et al. (2005), we have revisited our alulationsof the proton-rih wind inluding, in addition to the proton aptures, the e�et of a neutron



{ 4 {ux reated by p(��e; e+)n. These neutrons have the e�et of bridging the long-lived isotopesalong the path of the rp-proess by (n,p) reations and aelerating the ow to heavierelements. For our standard assumptions regarding expansion rate and neutrino uxes (Pruetet al. 2005), we �nd substantial prodution of p-proess nulei up to Pd, whereas previouslythe heaviest major prodution was Zn. If the entropy of the expansion is arti�ially inreasedby a fator of 3 to aount for extra energy deposition in the wind (Qian & Woosley 1996),magneti on�nement (Thompson 2003), or Alfv�en wave dissipation (Suzuki & Nagataki2005), the prodution of p-nulei extends up to A = 170.Interestingly, the relevant onditions, �Xp � 103 g m�3 and T = 2 � 109 K resemblethose originally proposed for the p-proess by B2FH. Key di�erenes, however, are that allthe speies produed here are primary and the proess ours on a shorter time sale - justa few seonds - owing to the \e�etive" aeleration of weak deays by (n,p) reations.2. Nuleosynthesis in an exploding 15M� StarOur �duial model for exploring nuleosynthesis in the proton-rih wind is the explosionof a 15M� star (Janka, Buras, & Rampp 2003; Buras et al. 2005). An earlier paper (Pruetet al. 2005, heneforth Paper I) studied nuleosynthesis in this same model but did notaount for the inuene of neutrino interations. The present study inludes harged-urrentapture on free nuleons (MLaughlin & Fuller 1995, 1996) and neutral-urrent spallationof nuleons from alpha partiles (Woosley et al. 1990). Many other details of the supernovamodel and assoiated nulear-network alulations relevant to this work an be found inPaper I.The ejeta of the deepest layers of the supernova an be divided into two ategories -hot bubble ejeta and winds. Material in the hot bubble originates from a region outsidethe neutron star that is driven onvetively unstable by neutrino heating. This materialdoes not have to esape the deep gravitational well found at the neutron star surfae. Asa result, modest onditions haraterize these outows: s=kb � 20 � 30 and Ye . 0:52.Winds originate from the surfae of the neutron star and are pushed outwards along gentlepressure gradients aused by neutrino heating (Dunan, Shapiro, & Wasserman 1986; Qian& Woosley 1996). These outows have relatively high entropies (s=kb � 50 � 80), higheletron frations (Ye as large as 0.57), and short initial expansion timesales. Tables 2& 3 in Paper I provide a brief summary of initial onditions in di�erent bubble and windtrajetories.In the absene of neutrinos, very little synthesis ours in the early proton-rih outows



{ 5 {for nulei heavier than A= 64. Compared to observed solar abundanes, proton-rih windsthat are not subjet to a neutrino uene are opious produers of 45S and 46;49Ti. Bubbletrajetories, on the other hand, tend to favor the synthesis of 64Zn, 46;49Ti and some Co orNi isotopes. Without neutrinos nulear ows stop at 64Ge for two reasons: the long weakdeay lifetime (with respet to the expansion timesale of the neutrino winds) of this andother even-Z even-N 'waiting point' nulei and the small Q values for proton apture onthese nulei. 2.1. Estimating the late time evolutionThe simulations of Janka, Buras, & Rampp (2003) followed the explosion of the super-nova in 2 dimensions until about 450 ms after ore boune. At this time, typial temperaturesin the bubble trajetories were around 4 billion degrees. At the end of the 2D simulationthe SN was mapped onto a 1D grid. The subsequent evolution of the SN, inluding windsemitted by the neutron star, was followed until about 1300 ms after ore boune. At thislast time typial asymptoti temperatures in the early wind were just over 2 billion degrees.Sine most of the interesting nuleosynthesis ours for T9 � 2, it is neessary to ex-trapolate outow onditions to later times. Details of the extrapolation were desribed inPaper I whih onsidered two estimates. In the �rst, the expansion already alulated isassumed to ontinue homologously with no deeleration. This gives a useful lower bound onthe expansion timesale. However, in reality the outow will quikly ath up to the outgo-ing shok. It is more reasonable then to assume that esaping matter enters a phase whereit moves with the shok speed. Conditions for this an be estimated from 1D supernovasimulations.For the present paper we fous on the more realisti extrapolation that mimis the latetime slowing of the wind. The temperature and density evolution was extrapolated as inPaper I. Spei�ally, the trajetories found by Janka, Buras, & Rampp (2003) were smoothlymerged with those alulated for the inner zone of the same 15M� star by Woosley & Weaver(1995). To avoid disontinuities in the entropy at the time where the two alulationswere mathed the density in the previous 1D alulation was hanged to math that inthe trajetories found by Janka et al. Our proedure likely leads to an underestimate ofthe expansion timesale at late times beause the explosion energy and shok veloity inthe alulations of Woosley & Weaver were somewhat larger than in the more reent 2Dsimulations.In order to inlude the inuene of the neutrinos from the ooling neutron star additional



{ 6 {assumptions are needed. For the neutrino temperatures and luminosities we used the samevalues alulated at approximately 1 seond in the simulation of Janka, Buras, & Rampp(2003). These values are shown in table 1 and are assumed to remain onstant. This maybe a questionable assumption - neutrino spetra atually harden and their luminosities fallas the neutron star shrinks. However, it is estimated that unertainties in the extrapolationof trajetories to low temperatures are greater than unertainties arising from our simpletreatment of the neutrino spetral evolution.To obtain the integrated neutrino exposure seen by outowing material, it is also ne-essary to make assumptions about the evolution of the radial veloity. In all ases, it wasassumed that the radial veloity at times greater than those followed in the simulations wasonstant at vr = 4 � 108m=se. This is lose to the veloity of the outgoing shok in the 2Dalulation of this fairly low energy explosion. Again, there may be some inonsisteny be-tween our treatment of the late time expansion and our adopted asymptoti radial veloity.A more sophistiated approah might sale the expansion time estimated from the alu-lations of Woosley & Weaver to reet the relatively small shok veloity found in the 2Dsimulations. It is shown in setion 2.3 that our alulations for nuleosynthesis are relativelyinsensitive to hanges in the late-time outow veloity.2.2. ResultsFigure 1 shows results of our alulations that inlude neutrino aptures for produ-tion fators haraterizing nuleosynthesis in proton-rih outows leaving the early SN. Theprodution fator for an isotope i is de�ned here asP (i) =Xj MjM ej Xj(i)X�;i : (1)In this equation, the sum is over all trajetories, Xj(i) is the mass fration of nulide i in thejth trajetory, X�;i is the mass fration of nulide i in the sun (Lodders 2003), Mj is themass in the jth trajetory, and M ej = 13:5M� is the total mass ejeted in the SN explosion.The lower panel in �gure 1 shows prodution fators haraterizing nuleosynthesis injust the hot bubble. This is omprised of the 40 trajetories desribed in Table 1 of Paper I.By omparing with Table 5 from Paper I we see that nuleosynthesis in the bubble materialis not greatly hanged when neutrino aptures are inluded. This is beause the bubblematerial is far from the neutron star and experienes few neutrino aptures relative to thenumber of seed nulei in this low entropy environment. The story is muh di�erent forthe early wind shown in the middle panel of �gure 1. This wind is omprised of the 6



{ 7 {trajetories de�ned in Table 2 of Paper I. In these outows, neutrinos onvert free protonsinto neutrons. Capture of these neutrons by (n,p) reations on long-lived nulei along thepath of the rp-proess aelerate the progress to nulei as heavy as Pd. Final onditions forthese wind trajetories are provided in table 2. We defer a disussion of the nulear owsand the potential for prodution of heavier elements to setion 3.For omparison, we also show, in �gure 2, the integrated results (summed over the samesix wind trajetories) of alulations that do not inlude neutrino apture on protons. Apartfrom the neglet of neutrinos the trajetories studied here are idential to those desribedin the middle panel of �gure 1. The di�erenes are dramati. When neutrino aptures areignored nuleosynthesis stops some 40 mass units lower than when they are inluded.2.3. Inuene of Modest Changes to the Early Wind and Neutron StarThe alulations in the previous setion are quite unertain owing to both an unertaintyin the supernova explosion model and to our proedure for extrapolating expansion after theexplosion alulation has stopped. Modest alterations are reasonable to the asymptoti windveloity, the eletron fration of the wind, and neutrino apture rates in the outow. Moreextreme hanges that might reet the inuene of novel physial proesses operating in theearly wind are explored in setion 3.� Inuene of a Larger Asymptoti Wind VeloityThe supernova studied by Janka et al. has a relatively low kineti energy at in�nity,0.6�1051 erg. More energeti explosions would give rise to shok veloities larger thanthe 4 � 108m=se adopted here. To estimate nuleosynthesis in more energeti super-novae, we show in the �rst olumn of table 3 prodution fators for nulei synthesizedin a wind haraterized by an asymptoti veloity of 109m=se. This is more typialof supernovae with late time kineti energies near 1051 erg. Apart from the inrease inasymptoti veloity all other properties of the 6 trajetories omprising the early windwere kept unhanged from those found by simulation.By omparing with the middle panel of �gure 1, one sees that hanging the asymptotioutow veloity has little e�et on nuleosynthesis. This may be partly an artifatof our de�nition of \asymptoti" as applying only to times after the last point givenby the supernova simulation. To test this we also ran simulations where the outowveloity was set to 109m=se one the temperature of the wind fell below 2.5 billiondegrees. Again the di�erenes were small.� E�et of 5% hanges to Ye



{ 8 {Unertainty in the neutrino spetral evolution or the dynamis of the wind near theneutron star ould a�et Ye in the wind. The seond and third olumns of table 3 showthe inuene of hanging the eletron fration up or down by 5%. This hange wasapplied to all 6 trajetories omprising the early wind. Other harateristis of thesetrajetories were left unhanged.It is evident that relatively small hanges to the eletron fration an have a big impaton nuleosynthesis. If Ye is dereased by 5% prodution of p-isotopes near mass 100 islost and replaed by modest synthesis of some proton-rih Kr and Sr isotopes. A 5%inrease in Ye leads to large prodution of Pd and Cd isotopes. The reason for the largeimpat of hanging Ye an be understood in terms of the number of protons availablefor apturing neutrinos. The most proton-rih trajetory found by simulations hadYe = 0:570. This orresponds to a mass fration of free protons Xp � 2Ye� 1 = 0:140.Inreasing Ye by �ve perent orresponds to a 40 perent inrease in Xp.� Changes to the Neutrino Capture RatesThe last two olumns of table 3 show the inuene of halving and doubling the lumi-nosity of eletron neutrinos and anti-neutrinos. Suh large hanges to the luminositiesare probably unlikely, but might reet plausible unertainties in the loal neutrinoapture rate experiened by the wind. For example, the wind material might �rstath up with the outgoing shok at a larger radius than found by simulations. Ourneglet of the temporal evolution and �ner spetral details of the neutrinos might alsoresult in modest hanges to the apture rates.From table 3 it is seen that halving or doubling the harged urrent neutrino apturesrates is roughly equivalent to dereasing or inreasing Ye by 5%.2.4. ImpliationsGalati hemial evolution studies indiate that prodution fators in the whole starfor isotopes exlusively produed in ore-ollapse supernovae must be of order 10 (Mathews,Bazan & Cowan 1992). As noted before (Pruet et al. 2005; Fr�ohlih et al. 2005), thisimplies that the urrent simulations predit a hot bubble ejeta that ould explain the originof 46;49Ti and 64Zn. Impliations for the early wind are more interesting. Without any tuningor resaling of wind onditions, the simulations of Janka, Buras, & Rampp (2003) predit awind that eÆiently synthesizes several interesting p-nulei - inluding the elusive isotopes96;98Ru and 102Pd - in near solar relative proportions. Overall these predit about 5-10 timestoo muh yield of the most proton-rih stable Ru and Pd isotopes. In the previous setion



{ 9 {it was shown that small and plausible hanges to the eletron fration an alleviate thisoverprodution. 3. Nuleosynthesis in More Extreme ConditionsIn this setion we onsider nuleosynthesis in outows for whih neutrino, proton, andneutron-indued reations on heavy seed an produe still heavier nulei. This may ourbeause the proton to seed ratio is higher - as happens if the entropy is higher - or theprodution of neutrons by p(��; e+)n is greater. Reasons why the entropy might be higherare disussed in the onlusions.3.1. Basi onsiderationsQualitatively, the nuleosynthesis we are desribing ours in three, or possibly fourstages. First, in the outgoing wind, all neutrons ombine with protons leaving an exess ofunbound protons - muh like in the Big Bang. As this ombination of alphas and protonsools below 5 � 109 K, a small fration of the alphas reombine to produe nulei in andslightly above the iron group - 56Ni, 60Zn, and 64Ge. Flow beyond 64Ge is inhibited howeverby strong reverse ows, espeially (p,�) reations.The seond stage ours as the temperature delines below � 3� 109 K. A ombinationof (p,) and (n,p) reations arries the ow, still lose to the Z = N line, to heavier nulei.For A<92 the ow in the present alulations passes through the even-even N=Z nulei.After N = Z = 44 (88Ru) the harater of the ow hanges. E�etive synthesis of the nexteven-even nuleus (92Pd) is prevented in part by the small proton separation energy of 91Rh- the proton apture parent of 92Pd. As in the analogous r-proess, just how far the ow goesin a partiular trajetory depends on the proton-to-seed ratio and espeially on the numberof neutrons per seed produed by p(��; e+)n. All interesting nulei in this stage are made asproton-rih progenitors.The third stage ours as the temperature drops below 1:5�109 K and harged-partilereations freeze out. Neutrons are still being produed by p(��; e+)n, however, albeit at aredued rate (both beause the neutrino luminosity delines and the distane to the neutronstar is getting greater). (n,p) reations now drive material towards the valley of beta stability.Beause the nulei involved are unstable to eletron apture anyway, this only aeleratesthe inevitable. The atomi mass, A, does not hange. It should be noted, however, that justas the r-proess an ontribute to nulei made by the s-proess that are unshielded against �



{ 10 {deay of more neutron-rih isobars, so too an the �� rp proess onsidered here ontributeto s-nulei that are unshielded on the proton-rih side. That is, in addition to nulei thatare designated as \r; s", there may also be nulei one should onsider as \p; s".The fourth stage only ours in the most extreme situation where the number of neutronsprodued by neutrinos is quite large ompared with the number of seed nulei. Then (n,p)reations not only arry the ow at low temperature bak to the valley of beta stability, but(n,) reations arry it beyond - to the neutron rih side of the periodi hart, even in thepresene of a large abundane of free protons. This is a novel version of the r-proess thatatually works best when the proton abundane is large but the temperature too low forproton addition. The protons are just a soure of neutrons.3.2. A Basi Parameter of the Proess - �nThe most interesting part of the nuleosynthesis ours during the later stages of theoutow as the material ools. In the absene of an important neutrino ux the �nal isotopiyields are determined by an interplay between (p; ), (; p) and �+ proesses as well asdetails of how these reations fall out of equilibrium. When neutrino apture on free protonsis important, nulei are pushed to higher isospin and mass via (n; p) and (n,) reations.As a �rst approximation neutrinos will be important if they reate an appreiable num-ber of neutrons per heavy nuleus. The ratio of reated free neutrons to heavy nulei is�n = Xpn�Xheavy= �A � 60 (2Ye � 1)n�1�X� �Xp ; (2)where Xheavy is the mass fration of elements heavier than � partiles and �A is an e�etiveaverage atomi number. In eq. 2 n� = Z ���dt; (3)is the net number of neutrinos aptured per free proton at temperatures smaller than about3 � 109K. Here ��� � 0:06 � L��e1052erg=se T��e4MeV �108mr �2 (4)is the rate at whih eah free proton aptures ��e's (Qian & Woosley 1996). In eq. 4 L��e isthe luminosity of eletron anti-neutrinos, T��e is an e�etive temperature for these neutrinosand r is the radius of the material from the neutrino sphere.To estimate the relation between �n and nuleosynthesis onsider a mass element of



{ 11 {unit volume o-moving with the wind. The number of free protons in this mass element isnp = Xp�NA: (5)These free protons are destroyed by anti-neutrino apture at a rate_np = �np���: (6)Neutrons reated when anti-neutrinos apture onto protons are subsequently absorbed bynulei. The evolution of the free neutron abundane is then set by a ompetition betweenneutrino and nulear proesses _Xn = Xp��� � �XnXi �iXiAi : (7)Here the sum is over all isotopes i, Ai and �i represent the atomi number and rate at whihspeies i absorbs free neutrons. As a matter of onvention �i here represents the rate atwhih a single atom of speies i absorbs neutrons when the free neutron density is one molper unit volume. If we introdue an average neutron absorption rate �� the destrution rateappearing on the right hand side of eq. 7 an be writtenX �iXiAi = Xheavy ���A: (8)Neutrons are prinipally absorbed in (n,p) and (n; ) reations, with (n; �) reationsplaying a smaller role (due to the larger oulomb barrier in the exit hannel). Table 4shows rates for a sample of nulei found in proton-rih outows. At 2 billion degrees typialvalues of �i for even-even proton-drip line nulei (those bordering the line separating theproton-bound nulei from the proton-unbound nulei) with mass near A=72 are around108� 109m3=mol � se. This implies a very rapid neutron destrution rate. For example, ata typial density of 104 g m�3 and a mass fration of heavy nulei equal to 10�3, a neutron isabsorbed in less than a miroseond. Sine this is muh shorter than the material expansionrate it is fair to treat the neutron abundane as being in equilibriumXn � Xp��� �A�Xheavy��: (9)An estimate for the abundane of free neutrons also gives an estimate for the destrutionrate of an atom of speies i: _Xi = �XiXn�i� � �~�iXi: (10)



{ 12 {Here we have de�ned an e�etive destrution rate that reets the ompetition betweendi�erent nulear speies for sare neutrons~�i = �100se��Xp �A10 �� 10�2Xheavy�� ���0:1se�1���i�� � ; (11)whih is enormous. This equation says for plausible outow onditions a given speies anbe entirely destroyed by neutrino-produed neutrons in times as short as � 10 ms. It alsoimplies a very small equilibrium neutron abundane: XN . 10�12 for � � 104 g m�3.One of the most interesting questions relates to how high in mass the nuleosynthesiswill proeed. For the purpose of making �rst estimates we an suppose the starting inventoryof nulei to be onentrated near mass 60. We will also suppose that �i is independent ofspeies for nulei with A � 60. In this ase the number of neutrons aptured by a heavynuleus is just �n. A more areful treatment of �i is not presented sine results from detailednetwork-based alulations are given in the next setion. With the above assumptions themass fration of speies j is XjXheavy � �jnj! e��n ; j = N � 30: (12)Here we have de�ned a speies to inlude all nulei of a given isotone. Depending on justhow fast the e�etive absorption rates ~�i are one might or might not suppose that deay ofnulei with odd-N is dominated by weak proesses. This is beause odd-N drip-line nuleian have rather fast �+ rates (see table 4). When the neutron absorption rates are slowerthan these weak rates one would take j � (N � 30)=2 in the above equation.Though eq. 12 is rude it an be used as a rough guide to gauge the inuene of freeneutrons reated from neutrino aptures. As an example, suppose one neutron is reated perheavy nuleus (�n = 1). In this ase eq. 12 suggests that the relative mass fration of nuleithat have aptured a single neutron is about 1=e, while the relative mass fration of nuleithat have aptured 4 neutrons is about 20 times smaller. If we use a fator of ten dereasein mass fration as a rough uto�, this implies that an appreiable abundane of nulei withmass up to A� 60 + 4 � 4 � 76 will be synthesized. Here we have supposed that a unitinrease in neutron number is aompanied by a unit inrease in proton number. Neutronapture on odd-N proton-drip line nulei has been negleted sine the �+ rates of these nuleiare muh faster than the assumed neutron apture rate of � 1=se. As another example,suppose that �n = 5. In this ase the relative mass fration of nulei that have aptured5 neutrons is about 20/e5, while the relative mass fration of nulei that have aptured 11neutrons is about 20 times smaller. This suggests appreiable synthesis of nulei up to massA � 60+4�11 � 100. Here we have again assumed that the hange in atomi number is twie



{ 13 {the hange in neutron number and that weak proesses alone destroy odd-N nulei. Theseassumptions probably lead to an overestimate for the inrease in A in this ase beause aneutron apture rate of � 5=se is omparable to the weak rates of many proton drip-linenulei.The above onsiderations suggest a �rst onstraint on onditions synthesizing p-nuleiwith mass near 130 �n & 10: (13)A seond onstraint omes from onsidering the evolution of the outow at low tempera-tures. As T falls below about 1.5�109K harged-partile apture rates begin to freeze out.Neutrons, on the other hand, are still rapidly absorbed. These neutron aptures push theow toward stability and away from progenitors of p-nulei. If low-temperature neutrino-indued neutron prodution is signi�ant, even the very neutron-rih r-proess nulei aresynthesized. Minimal destrution of p-nulei implies a seond onstraint�n(T . 1:5 � 109) < a few: (14)Conversely, eÆient synthesis of r-proess isotopes in these proton-rih outows requires theprodution of several neutrons per heavy nuleus at low temperatures.3.3. Results of Network CalulationsOutows haraterized by the prodution of many free neutrons per heavy nuleus(large �n) an be realized in di�erent ways. For example, the timesale haraterizing theexpansion of the outow around the time that �-partiles are synthesized might be small,the ow might be held lose to the neutron star for an extended period, or Ye might be verylarge. For simpliity we onsider impliations of hanging the entropy of the outow. Apartfrom the inuene of neutrino aptures ourring at low temperature, the preise mehanismby whih �n is inreased is not so important for nuleosynthesis. Changes to the entropy ofthe hot bubble are not onsidered. Neutrino apture is not very pronouned in this portionof the outow. As well, the hot bubble material does not begin lose to the neutron star,so it is hard to see how an appreiable inrease in the entropy of this material ould beahieved.Figure 3 shows the inuene of doubling the entropy in the early wind. Like the middlepanel of �gure 1, this �gure gives integrated prodution fators for a wind omprised of sixtrajetories. Eah of these trajetories has twie the entropy, but is otherwise idential to,a ounterpart trajetory from the simulation. For de�niteness the inrease in entropy wasassumed to inuene only the density evolution. The evolution of temperature with time was



{ 14 {assumed to be the same as that found from simulation. To a fair approximation doubling ortripling of the entropy orresponds to dividing the density by a fator of two or three.Doubling the entropy in the early wind results in values of �n ranging from about 0.6to 10. The inreased number of neutron aptures results in eÆient synthesis of nulei asheavy as mass 125. By ontrast, for all of the unmodi�ed wind trajetories �n is less thanabout 3 and eÆient synthesis stops around Ru.Figure 4 shows the inuene of tripling the entropy in the early wind. Again - thisshows integrated prodution fators for six trajetories that eah have larger entropy, butthat are otherwise idential to, unaltered trajetories desribed by the middle panel of �gure1. These modi�ed high entropy wind trajetories have values of �n ranging from about 1to 22. This results in eÆient synthesis of nulei as heavy as mass 170. In other words,inreasing the number of neutrons aptured per heavy nuleus by 10 pushes the ow some40 units higher in mass.3.4. Inuene of Neutrino Capture at Low TemperaturesThough outows predited by simulations have values of �n that are too small to allowsynthesis of A � 130 p-nulei, they naturally satisfy the onstraint (eq. 14) on the relativenumber of neutrino aptures ourring while the wind material is so old that harged partileaptures have frozen out. Figure 5 shows the evolution of R dt=r2 as a funtion of temperaturefor the wind outow haraterized by s=kb � 77 and Ye = 0:57. It is seen that the frationof neutrino aptures ourring at low temperatures smaller than 1.5 billion degrees is quitesmall, less than about 5%.To illustrate the inuene of neutrino aptures ourring while the outow is old enoughthat harged partile reations have frozen out we modi�ed the entropy doubled version oftrajetory 6 (Table 2) to be held lose to the neutron star at temperatures less than 1.5billion degrees. A relatively modest modi�ation in the outow results in the apture ofabout 5 neutrons per heavy nuleus at temperatures lower than 1:5 � 109K. The �rst fourolumns of Table 5 shows a omparison between nuleosynthesis in this slow outow andnuleosynthesis in an outow with the nominal radial veloity of 4 � 108m=se. Sine theonly di�erene between these two trajetories is the evolution of radius with time at lowtemperatures, all di�erenes in nuleosynthesis arise from late-time neutron prodution. Itis seen that a ouple of neutrons produed at the wrong time an be detrimental to thesynthesis of some p-proess isotopes.We also show in Table 5 the inuene of a great number of neutrons produed at low



{ 15 {temperatures. Again, this was studied by modifying just the radial pro�le at temperaturesless than 1.5 billion degrees of the entropy doubled version of trajetory 6. The last twoolumns of the table show nuleosynthesis in this trajetory in whih about 20 free neutronsare reated per heavy nuleus at low temperatures. Most of the isotopes shown are r-proessisotopes. It is perhaps remarkable that the 2nd and possibly 3rd r-proess peak elementsan be synthesized in these proton-rih environments. However, it is not lear that anyonehas proposed plausible ways of keeping early SN outows old and near the neutron star atthe same time. 3.5. Details of the Nulear FlowsIn all trajetories studies, regardless of initial eletron fration or entropy, nuleosyn-thesis begins with 12C produed early on by the reation sequene �(�n,)9Be(�,n)12C. Bythe time T9 � 3 the iron group has already been assembled. Strong (�; ) and pairs of (p,)and (�,p) reations ontinue to populate the even-Z even-N �-nulei up to 56Ni and 60Zn.The ow mostly travels along the Z=N line and does not stray more than two neutrons fromit for any element up to zin. This ontinues until the harged-partile reations freeze out(T9 � 1:5).Charateristis of the nuleosynthesis at lower temperatures depends sensitively on theinuene of neutrino aptures. To illustrate the inuene of p(��e; e+)n reations we beginwith a disussion of nuleosynthesis in trajetory 6, whih is haraterized by the weakprodution of a few neutrons per heavy nuleus. Important nulear ows ourring whenmaterial in this trajetory has a temperature T = 2:05 � 109K are shown in �gure 6. It isseen that the dominant ows (red arrows) are due to proton-apture (p,) reations. Thesean proeed until a proton unbound (denoted by a white squre) or small (blue) Sp energy isenountered. Unlike the rp-proess, here we have a neutron abundane and though small itallows (n,p) or eletron apture reations to populate the next lowest isobar. The (p,) owis governed by the separation energies.The end result for this trajetory is the prodution of the light p-proess nulei from Krto Pd. The (n,p) reations an ontinue to arry the ow even at low temperatures beausesuh reations on targets a few neutrons to the proton side of stability typially have positiveQ-values (i.e. no thresholds). The ow to heavier nulei eventually stops when the hargedpartile reations freeze out (T9 � 1:5) and at late times (one the waiting points are passed)when (n,p) and (n,) reations or weak deay diret the ows toward stability.An interesting although unfortunate ourrene is the low (relative to Ru and Pd)



{ 16 {prodution of the most abundant p-nuleus in nature, 92Mo. As the proton apture owmoves up the N=46 isotones (see �gure 6) it is stopped in part beause 91Rh has a smallproton separation energy. This prevents eÆient population of 9246Pd46 and so breaks thepattern of synthesizing the even-even nulei. As a onsequene the ow detours towardsstability until reahing N=47 and N=48. The result is that the radioative progenitor for92Mo is now the odd-odd nuleus 92Rh. The ow moves very quikly through this nuleus(as well as through 92Ru), and little is left for deay at the end of this trajetory.It is notable that the heavier p-nulei, 96;98Ru and 102Pd, are o-produed in amountsthat might explain (or over-explain) their solar abundanes. Their radioative progenitorsare assoiated with nulei in the two nearby losed shells. Heavier p� nulei (102Cd et.)are not made here beause the ow failed to populate isotopes in the Z=50 proton shell.92Mo is the only one of these intermediate p-nulei that (for now) appears to have an odd-Zprogenitor. We note however that the ow goes through regions where the possible error onSp is potentially large (indiated by the 'T', meaning the value of Sp was from an extrapo-lation from measured values). More aurate measurements here would be most welome,and would have signi�ant impat on our understanding of p-proess nulei and their solarabundanes sine this material is ejeted (unlike the ase in x-ray bursts). As an, the uner-tainty in the proton separation energy of 91Ru is about 600 keV. A plausible 1 MeV inreasein this separation energy results in a 50% inrease in the yield of 92Mo in trajetory 6.Figure 7 shows nuleosynthesis in a trajetory haraterized by the prodution of manyfree neutrons per heavy nuleus. This trajetory has an initial eletron fration Ye = 0:570and entropy s=kb � 148. It was onstruted by doubling the entropy in the 2-D simulationof trajetory 6 (Table 2). For this modi�ed outow �n � 22.When material in this modi�ed trajetory reahes a temperature of about T9 � 2, (p,)reations on 110Sn (with Sp � 5 MeV) piere the Z=50 losed proton shell. At the timeshown in �gure 7 (2.21 se, T9 = 1:01), the harged partile reations have frozen out, butthe ow has entered an area where weak deay has yet to dominate. Instead, (n,p) and (n,)reations arry the ow rapidly toward stability. The p-nulei of Ru, Pd, and Cd are allmade as radioative progenitors in the losed neutron (Ru) and proton (Pd & Cd) shells.We are in a very novel regime, where one an synthesize p-nulei (like 112Sn and 120Te) vianeutron apture reations.



{ 17 {4. ConlusionsCurrent supernova simulations, without modi�ation, provide the neessary onditionsrequired to explain the origin of a number of p-proess isotopes between A = 92 and 126whose origin in nature has always been unlear. The site is the proton-rih bubble thatpowers the explosion and the early neutrino-powered wind that develops right behind it.The synthesis is primary, so a neutron star derived from a metal poor progenitor star wouldprodue the same yields (so long as the neutron star itself had the same properties). Verymetal de�ient stars formed from these ejeta would be haraterized by a exess of bothp-proess nulei and r-proess nulei ompared to the s-proess, but sine there is no elementthat is dominantly p-proess, observational diagnostis may be diÆult.In partiular, large quantities of 96;98Ru and 106Pd are produed in our alulations(Fig. 1). Synthesis of p-proess isotopes as heavy as 120Te an also be ahieved by onlyfator-of-two modi�ations to the entropy of the baseline simulation. It is interesting in thisregard to note that an even larger inrease in entropy is needed later in the neutron-rihwind for the eÆient synthesis of the r-proess isotopes (e.g., Qian & Woosley 1996). This isquite possibly informing us of some additional heating mehanism that operates in the massoutow during the �rst few seonds of a neutron star's life. Possible mehanisms are magneti�eld entrainment of the outowing matter (Thompson 2003), magneti energy dissipation(Qian & Woosley 1996), aousti energy input (Qian & Woosley 1996; Burrows et al. 2005),or Alfv�en wave dampening (Suzuki & Nagataki 2005). None of these were inluded in thepresent supernova model, but we varied the entropy to determine qualitatively their e�et.In the more extreme, but still physially reasonable ase that the entropy is multipliedby three, the synthesis extends all the way to 168Yb, with the aompanying prodution ofmany isotopes normally attributed to the s-proess and even the r-proess.Somewhat disappointingly, none of our alulations produe a large overabundane of92Mo ompared to surrounding isotopes (though some do make 10% of the neessary value).This may reet either the fat that 92Mo has another origin, e.g., the same neutrino-poweredwind a few seonds later when Ye = 0.485, or unertainties in the nulear physis. In theurrent study, the 92Mo that is made is produed as the odd-odd progenitor 92Rh. This doesnot take advantage of the extra stability that would be a�orded by an even-even nuleuslike 92Pd, let alone the magi neutron shell of 92Mo itself. Indeed the binding energies andlifetimes of nulei in the viinity of 92Pd are quite unertain.An important aspet of the synthesis alulated here is that none of the p-nulei are madeas themselves; all have proton-rih progenitors. Many of these progenitors are so unstablethat even their masses and lifetimes are not measured, let alone their ross setions for



{ 18 {interating with neutrons and protons. A similar situation is enountered in the rp-proessin Type I x-ray bursts (e.g. Shatz et al. 2001), a ritial di�erene being that the isotopesmade here are atually ejeted and ontribute to the solar inventory of heavy elements. Thestudy of these is a major goal for nulear astrophysis experiments of the future, like theRare Isotope Aelerator (http://www.anl.gov/ria/index.html). For now, we an only notethat these nulear unertainties are almost ertainly responsible for a large fration of thespread in prodution fators in, e.g. Figs. 1 and 3.This study has explored only a relatively limited set of outow parameter spae basedupon simple modi�ations to trajetories found in one partiular simulation. Further studieswill surely be arried out by us and others, but we have identi�ed a key physial parameter,�n (eq. 2), whih haraterizes the solution for various ombinations of time sale, Ye, andentropy. �n is essentially a dimensionless measure of the number of neutrons produed byneutrino apture on protons ompared to the number of heavy seed nulei. Surveys on a�ner grid of �n than were used here will be interesting.This work was performed under the auspies of the U.S. Department of Energy by theUniversity of California Lawrene Livermore National Laboratory under ontrat W-7405-ENG-48. It was also supported, in part, by the SiDAC Program of the US Departmentof Energy (DC-FC02-01ER41176), the National Siene Foundation (AST 02-06111), andNASA (NAG5-12036) and, in Germany, by the Researh Center for Astropartile Physis(SFB 375) and the Transregional Collaborative Researh Center for Gravitational WaveAstronomy (SFB-Transregio 7). REFERENCESArnould, M. 1976, A&A, 46, 117Audi, G. & Wapstra, A.H. 1995, Nul. Phys. A, 595, 409Buras, R., Rampp, M., Janka, H.-T. & Kifonidis, K. 2005, ApJ, in pressBurbidge, E. M., Burbidge, G. R., Fowler, W. A., & Hoyle, F. 1957, Reviews of ModernPhysis, 29, 547Burrows, A., Livne, E., Dessart, L., Ott, C., and Murphy, J. 2005, submitted to ApJ, astro-ph 0510687Dunan, R.C., Shapiro, S.L., & Wasserman, I. 1986, ApJ, 309, 141Fr�ohlih, C. et al. 2005, ApJ, in press, astro-ph 0410208
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Fig. 1.| Prodution fators haraterizing nuleosynthesis in proton-rih trajetories o-urring during the explosion of the 15 solar mass star studied by Janka, Buras, & Rampp(2003). The lowest panel gives the ontribution of just the proton-rih hot bubble trajetoriesto the net prodution fators. These trajetories are haraterized by the weak produtionof few neutrons per heavy nuleus. The number of neutrons reated by weak interations perheavy nuleus (�n) in these ows spans a range from about zero to 0.05. The middle panelgives the ontribution of just the proton-rih wind trajetories to the total nuleosynthesis.These winds are haraterized by relatively high entropies and eletron frations, and reahlow temperatures near the neutron star. Neutrinos result in the prodution of between about0.2 and 3.2 free neutrons per heavy nuleus in the wind trajetories. The top panel showsnet prodution in all proton-rih outows. This is the sum of the lower two panels. In eahpanel solid lines onnet isotopes of a given element. The most abundant isotope for a givenelement is indiated with a star. Any isotope surrounded by a diamond indiates it was madehiey as a radioative progenitor. We draw horizontal lines at the prodution fator valueof the largest nuleus produed, and a fator of two and four less than that respetively.
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Fig. 2.| Inuene of negleting neutrino aptures on nuleosynthesis in the early wind.This �gure shows integrated prodution fators for the six wind trajetories given by the�duial supernova simulation. Apart from the neglet of neutrinos, the trajetories studiedhere are the same ones represented by the middle panel of the previous �gure.
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Fig. 3.| Integrated prodution fators alulated under the assumption that all six outowsomprising the early wind have twie the entropy found by Janka, Buras, & Rampp (2003).Apart from the hange in entropy these outows are assumed to have the same mass, eletronfration, and evolution of radius and temperature with time as the outows represented inthe middle panel of �gure 1. The inrease in entropy results in fewer seed nulei and valuesof �n ranging from about 0.6 to 10.6.
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Fig. 4.| Integrated prodution fators alulated under the assumption that all six outowsomprising the early wind have three times the entropy found by Janka, Buras, & Rampp(2003). Apart from the hange in entropy these outows are assumed to have the samemass, eletron fration, and evolution of radius and temperature with time as the outowsrepresented in the middle panel of �gure 1. For these very high entropy outows �n spansthe range from 1 to 22.
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Fig. 5.| Evolution of the number of neutrino aptures per free proton as a funtion oftemperature in a wind trajetory alulated by Janka, Buras, & Rampp (2003). Thistrajetory is haraterized by s=kb � 77 and Ye = 0:57. The y axis has been normalized tounity. Note that only a small fration of the neutrino aptures our at low temperature.
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Fig. 6.| Net nulear ows from zin to tin when material in the unmodi�ed wind outowof trajetory 6 has a temperature T9 = 2:05 and density � = 2:7 � 104g m�3. The netnulear ow (in units of s�1) is de�ned as the produt of abundane, density, and reationrate in the forward (harge or mass inreasing) diretion minus a similar quantity for theinverse reation. Strong and eletromagneti ows begin at the enter of a target nuleusand end as an arrow in the produt nuleus. Any ow that starts o�-enter represents weakdeay. Net nulear ows are plotted in three strengths: red (strong), green (intermediate)and blue (weak), with values that are between a fator of 1.0 to 0.1, 0.1 to 0.02, and 0.02to 0.01 of the value of the largest ow in the �gure, respetively. Nulei are plotted neutronnumber inreasing from left to right and proton number inreasing from bottom to top.Stable speies are represented by a �lled blak square in the upper left orner. Eah nuleusis olor oded aording to the legend by its proton separation energy. Proton unboundnulei are olored white. Nulei with Sp > 5 MeV are olored gray. A "T" is plotted in theupper right-hand orner for nulei whose binding energy was extrapolated from measuredmasses (Audi & Wapstra 1995). Prodution fators at the time shown are given in the inset(the stable isotopes depited inlude the abundanes of all radioative progenitors that willeventually deay to them). As disussed in the text the lassial rp�proess waiting points(64Ge, 68Se, 72Kr) are bypassed by (n,p) reations.
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Fig. 7.| Net nulear ows from tehnetium to xenon in the modi�ed (entropy doubled)wind trajetory with Ye = 0:570. At the time shown here T9 = 1:01, �5 = 0:012, andYe = 0:561. The reatant mass frations are X(p)=0.122, X(n)=10�12, and X(�)=0.865.The largest abundane is X(108Sn)= 7:1� 10�4, the largest ow depited is 109Sn(n,)110Sn(7:91 � 10�7 s�1). The harged partile reations have frozen out, leaving (n,p) and (n,)reations to arry the ow rapidly towards stability (before the onset of weak deay). Thisallows p�nulei like 112Sn and 120Te to be made as themselves via neutron apture reations.
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Table 1. Parameters haraterizing the di�erent neutrino speies at 925 ms post oreboune in the the simulation of Janka, Buras, & Rampp (2003).Speies T�(MeV ) L�=1051erg=se�e 3.86 17.9��e 4.62 17.7�xa 4.9 24.5aRepresents any of the � and � neutrinosand antineutrinos.
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Table 2. Final onditions for early wind outowsatraj. Ye s=kb X(p) X(�) XH X(56Ni) %b �n1 0.540 54.8 0.081 0.614 0.305 0.250 82 0.22 0.548 58.0 0.097 0.714 0.190 0.139 73 0.43 0.551 76.7 0.103 0.822 0.075 0.046 61 1.74 0.560 71.0 0.104 0.796 0.100 0.066 66 1.15 0.557 74.9 0.115 0.831 0.054 0.028 52 2.96 0.559 76.9 0.118 0.840 0.042 0.017 40 3.2aAt the end of the simulations T9 � 0:65.bThe perentage of heavy nulei that was 56NiEstimate from eq. 2 of the number of neutrons reated by neutrino aptureat temperatures less than 3 billion degrees.
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Table 3. Inuene of Modest Changes to the Early Wind and Neutron Star onNuleosynthesisisotopea P a isotopeb Pb isotope P  isotoped Pd isotopee P e98Ru 2.09 84Sr 1.22 102Pd 3.14 84Sr 1.25 102Pd 3.07102Pd 2.06 80Kr 0.93 106Cd 2.72 80Kr 0.91 96Ru 2.9096Ru 1.86 78Kr 0.92 96Ru 2.69 96Ru 0.82 106Cd 2.7184Sr 1.72 49Ti 0.74 98Ru 2.65 98Ru 0.71 98Ru 2.6694Mo 1.36 76Se 0.69 108Cd 2.10 78Kr 0.65 108Cd 2.1480Kr 1.20 96Ru 0.56 104Pd 1.98 49Ti 0.59 84Sr 1.9495Mo 0.99 74Se 0.39 84Sr 1.79 76Se 0.56 104Pd 1.9293Nb 0.89 64Zn 0.34 101Ru 1.76 94Mo 0.55 94Mo 1.86106Cd 0.87 94Mo 0.30 94Mo 1.70 102Pd 0.39 101Ru 1.8299Ru 0.83 72Ge 0.23 99Ru 1.61 64Zn 0.26 100Ru 1.77aLargest prodution fators in a wind with an asymptoti veloity of 109m=se.bLargest prodution fators in a wind with Ye dereased by 5% relative to the value foundby simulation. Apart from the hange in Ye for eah of the 6 wind trajetories all otherharateristis are the same as found by simulation.Largest prodution fators in a wind with Ye inreased by 5% relative to the value foundby simulation. Apart from the hange in Ye for eah of the 6 wind trajetories all otherharateristis are the same as found by simulation.dLargest prodution fators in a wind where the harged urrent neutrino apture ratesare half those found by simulation. Other harateristis of the wind were left unhanged.eLargest prodution fators in a wind where the harged urrent neutrino apture ratesare twie those found by simulation. Other harateristis of the wind were left unhanged.
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Table 4. Neutron absorption and weak deay rates for some important proton-rih nuleia.parent nuleus �(n; p)b �(n; )b �(�++e..)64Ge 6.4�108 4.5�105 0.0166As 7.7�108 9.6�105 7.2468Se 7.6�108 1.1�106 0.0270Br 1.0�109 2.0�106 8.6780Zr 1.6�109 4.5�106 0.18116Cd 3.3�10�13 1.7�107 0.aTaken from the statistial model alulations ofRausher & Thielemann (2000).bStellar Rate (m3=mol � se) at T9 = 2, � = 1 g/.Weak rate in units of s�1.
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Table 5. Inuene of the weak-prodution of neutrons at low temperatures onnuleosynthesis.isotopea log(X=X�)a isotopeb log(X=X�)b isotope log(X=X�)108Cd 7.33 114Sn 7.20 122Sn 6.45106Cd 6.99 113In 7.08 124Sn 6.22120Te 6.87 112Sn 7.00 116Cd 6.13113In 6.82 108Cd 6.87 110Pd 6.01112Sn 6.75 115Sn 6.85 123Sb 6.01102Pd 6.50 120Te 6.55 105Pd 5.89115Sn 6.48 102Pd 6.43 103Rh 5.87124Xe 6.41 106Cd 6.34 104Ru 5.80114Sn 6.37 98Ru 6.25 111Cd 5.76110Cd 6.31 126Xe 6.00 121Sb 5.71aLargest overprodution fators for an outow haraterized by the weak-prodution of very few neutrons per heavy nuleus at temperatures lower than2 � 109K.bLargest overprodution fators for an outow haraterized by the produ-tion of about 5 neutrons per heavy nuleus at temperatures lower than 1:5�109K.Apart from having a smaller radius at low temperatures this trajetory is iden-tial to that represented by the �rst two olumns of this table.Largest overprodution fators for an outow haraterized by the pro-dution of about 20 neutrons per heavy nuleus at temperatures lower than1:5 � 109K. Apart from having a smaller radius at low temperatures this traje-tory is idential to that represented by the �rst two olumns of this table.


